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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

Hard to believe that March is here already and it will not be long before the skiing season 

begins in the southern climates and will accelerate to full bore by the end of May. Last 

year Dave received many, well deserved kudos on the WSTIMS for Windows program, 

along with a wish list of enhancements that would benefit the scoring community. There 

were also a few bugs reported that were difficult to reproduce and took time over the 

winter to track down and solve during the cool weather we have all been experiencing. 

 

Update 1.0.1.66 is Available for Downloading 

The updated version 1.0.1.66 is now available for download and has many new features 

and fixes that we will review for you in this edition of our newsletter. 
 

Dave changed the structuring of the waterski.sdf database which will enhance the 

efficiency of the processing of your tournament data. You may encounter an Error screen 

during the upgrade that contains “”table not found” and you can ignore this and click OK 

and the upgrade will process properly. 
 
 

Set Report Parameters in Tournament List Setup Page 

• Last year you went to the master Scorebook page to set the preferences for your 

scorebooks, which most scorers tended to forget to do and caused the format of 

the information in their scorebooks not to reflect their intentions. To enhance the 

scorebook reporting, Dave has changed from using preferences, which confused 

some, to scorebook parameters. You will see a new button on the Tournament 

List/setup page named “Set Report Properties” on the lower left side of the work 

panel, click on that button and the list of parameters panel will open and the 

normal selections (based on the information you have entered for your 

tournament) will be checked by default.  

• One important note about the Report Parameters is that these parameters are now 

associated with the tournament and will be transferred with the tournament data.  

The key point here is that when you open a tournament and then go back to 

another one any changes to the parameters for one tournament will not impact the 

other tournament. 



The big change is adding this to the setup page, while these attributes and the supporting 

information will be transferred automatically to the tournament data reports. 

 

Registration Tab Under the Tournament Section  

The program will automatically assign the correct tournament class for each skier’s event 

based on the Nationals classification chart in the AWSA Rulebook, in conjunction with 

the requirements of the IWWF Ranking List and Rulebook. For a class R (ELR included) 

or A (Nationals) or B (Regionals) tournament, Open Men and Open Women will be 

assigned class R, B1/B2/M7 up and G1, G2, W7 up, will be assigned class E for Slalom. 

Some age division Trick and Slalom will be assigned an L class based on the Rulebook. 

All others will be a class L for all events. These can be edited individually as necessary, 

in the Running Order tab. 

 

Running Order Section  

 

• Changing the Class for all Skiers in a Division 
If for some reason, you need to change the tournament class for all of the skiers in 

an age division/event, instead of doing this for each individual skier, you can click 

on the “Class Change” icon in the top row of the panel. Clicking on this icon will 

popup a window for you to select an event group, from class, and new class. 

When the OK button is clicked the information will be used to update all of the 

skiers in the selected event that meet the criteria and the Running Order will be 

automatically refreshed. 

 

• Updating Ranking Score, Ranking Rating, Trick Boat and Jump Height 
The event screens have been enhanced so that you can edit the information noted 

above. Simply highlight the information in the cell that you want to edit, type in 

the new information and hit enter or click on a different cell to lock in the change 

and then click the “”Refresh”” icon and your changes will be reflected in the 

updated screen. 

 

• Running Order Sub-Header Information 
On each of the event Running Order panels on the right you will see “”Print 

Header”” with a text box for you to add additional information to your Running 

Order default heading. 

 

• Print Judges and Scorer Recap Forms from Running Order Screens 
A new feature has been added to the running order window to print Judges and 

Scorers forms. Use the “”Print Forms”” icon to print the forms for any skiers in 

the currently visible running order window. The Trick forms will print 3 forms 

per skier per round. Also for Tricks with 2 rounds, the forms will print each skier 

side by side since there are 2 skiers per page. 

 

When you click on the Tournament > Running Order tabs, a screen will drop 

down with all of the age divisions/groups and skiers processed for the event group 

that you select (Slalom, Trick or Jump).  



 

When the new window appears, you will see in the Group Filter section a list of 

the age divisions that you have setup for your tournament. The default setting is 

“”ALL””, which has every age division box checked.  

 

If the tournament that you are scoring has a closed entry registration list and will 

not be accepting any late entries, then click on the “”Print Forms”” icon and all of 

the Judges or Scorers forms (you select which of the forms to print (Judge or 

Scorer) in the print dialogue screen) will print out for you. 

 
 

If the LOC is allowing late entries to the tournament, then you would not want to 

print all of the selected forms for all of the events. You will want to Filter which 

age divisions/groups that you want to print. To do this, click on the “”All”” box 

and all of the age division/groups will automatically have the check mark 

removed and then you can check the box for each of the age divisions/groups that 

you want to print.  Below is an example of the filter settings for a tournament that 

I chose B2 – G2 age divisions and then clicked the “”Refresh”” button.. 

 



 
Then click “”Print Forms”” and the next dropdown window will ask which form 

you want to print out. Click on the button of the form that you want printed out to 

move to the printer preview screen: 

 
 

 

 

 

The next example is the Print Preview screen and on the right side you will see 

Page 1 with an up/down arrow that will allow you to preview Page 2 etc.. Each 



age division/group that you previously selected will print on a separate set of page 

(s) depending on the number of entries versus the lines available per page. When 

you are satisfied with the Print Preview, click on the “”Printer (picture)”” icon on 

the left side of the taskbar and you will move through your normal printer screen 

to select Print and receive your printed copies. 

 
 

For Jumping you will want to “”Sort”” your list so that the Ramp Heights are 

sorted for you in your forms. This example shows the setting to sort in Ascending 

(higher ramp height skis last),you can choose Descending, so that the higher ramp 

height goes first, then use the filter settings shown above to print your Jump 

forms. 



 
 

This is an excellent addition to the program and with a little practice, will benefit 

you in your tournament operations. 

 

• Specifying Different Criteria For Each Division In An Elimination 

Type Tournament 

Added the ability to perform the elimination selection on a division basis. 

E.G. 3 skiers for Juniors, 4 skiers for Seniors etc. Previously you had to do 

the whole round at once, but that is no longer required. The round running 

order can be done incrementally division by division. 

 

• Score Used For Selection Purposes In Head To Head Or Elimination 

Process Will Be Used As The Ranking Score For Each Round 

The score used in the selection is now used in the round running order and 

used as the ranking score when a round running order is available. 

 

• Note about the Head-to-Head selection 

The initial view after choosing the criteria is simply "suggested" seeding’s 

and pairings.  If criteria other than the plain vanilla selections based on the 

indicated criteria are used for determining the seeding or pairings, then 

these can be manually modified before selecting the skiers. 

 

• How To Use The Head To Head Elimination Format For Running 

Orders And Forms 

The following instructions and examples are based on the Big Dawg finals 

last year in West Palm Beach. To give you some insight on the 



tournament, we had two rounds of preliminaries on two different lakes, so 

this is the opening Running Order screen. To print the separate Judge and 

Scorers forms we would filter by Group as noted earlier.  

 
 

After the two preliminary rounds are completed, we open the Running 

Order window again and we will select Rd 3 and then click on the head to 

Head button. 

 
 



The next window that opens after clicking on the Head to Head button will 

be the setup screen for Rd 3 to select the criteria for selecting the 

participants based on the two preliminary rounds of competition. 

 

The criteria to select is: 

  

Placement 

 

Raw Score 

 

No Groups 

 

# of Skiers (This, per the LOC was 16 for the first actual round in the Big 

Dawg finals.) 

 



 

Then click on the Select button for your Running Order. You will see the 

Head to Head pairings (HH1, HH2, etc.) for Rd 3 using the previous 

scores from the preliminary rounds for the seeding values and skiing 

order. 

 

 
 

Click on the Print icon and you will have the Running Order for RD 3 

using the brackets for each pairing for posting, announcers etc. 



 
 

To print your Officials forms for Rd 3 Click on the “”Print Forms”” icon 

in the top tray and select Boat Judge or Scorer forms. 

 

After Rd 3 is complete, you are ready to setup Rd 4, which cuts the 

competitors to 8 for this round. The only change you will make is to the # 

of Skiers and you will enter 8 in the box and then print your Running 

Orders and forms as before. 

. 

 



 
 

Add Boats To Boat Use Section Before Start of Event Scoring 

• A new addition this year to the event scoring screens will require you to enter the 

boats that will be used in your tournaments prior to the scoring of an event. In the 

example below, is the Trick event screen and I have clicked on the arrow to the 

right of the “”Boat”” panel and the dropdown screen has all of the boats that are 

available for the Trick event. Just click on the boat that the skier will be using and 

the panel will fill with your selection. Please note regarding the boat list for the 

events, there will always be "Not Listed" as a choice. Also, the boat selection is 

optional for slalom and trick. 

 

 



 
 

 

Managing Officials Ratings 

There are times when you need to correct and edit the officials ratings in your 

tournament. A new function has been added to the Officials Work Record window to 

accomplish this editing. Select the officials name and select the “”Edit”” icon and this 

will give you a dropdown menu to edit each type of rating that the official has. 

 

Copying Officials From One Event Group To Another Event Group Is Reality 

The long awaited ability to copy a set of officials from one event group to another is now 

reality. Select the event group of officials that you want to move and then click on the 

“”Copy”” icon and a dropdown menu will come up with the event groups in your 

tournament. Select the event group that you want to copy the officials to and click OK 

and the next screen will show the officials moved to your selected group. If you need to 

change an official use the “”Delete”” icon to remove them and then enter the new official 

as you would normally do. 

 

View Trick List Now Shows Trick Descriptions 

In the Tick Calculator screen the is a “”View Trick List”” button that gives you the 

scoring codes for each trick and Dave has added a description of each of the tricks for 

reference. This can also be viewed in the Tools menu.  

 

New Jump Time Chart 

The Jump Time chart has been updated to the new 2013 times for Jump events. 

 

Return To Baseline (RTB) Reride Error Has Been Corrected 

If a skier request RTB (Return to Baseline) and the 41m segment time is fast for the RTB 

tolerance, but still within the allowed FSS (Fast Second Segment) tolerance, then the 

skier does not receive a mandatory reride on a successful jump. If such a 41m segment 

time ( Fast for RTB, but OK for FSS) should occur on a fall, then the reride is optional. 



 

This does not change the basic principle of rule 9.09E: i.e. if the 41m segment is too fast 

(for the FSS tolerance) then a mandatory reride will be given if best in the jump set and 

no improvement is allowed. 

 

New Tricks Will Be Allowed In 2013 

The AWSA Board of Directors has approved certain flips to be used as positional tricks 

in a skiers trick run. For example, a BFLB can now be directly followed by a BFLF, 

followed by a RBFLB and then a RBFLF. 

 

They also approved a new rule that allows a skier to make a repeat effort to perform a 

reverse without having to repeat the original trick. For example, Slide, followed by a 

reverse Slide and then a repeated Reverse Slide. If the first Reverse does not receive 

credit the second attempt is credit, then the skier will receive credit for the Reverse. 

 

Some of the changes are included in this version of the program and Dave will have all of 

the coding updated for the next version to be published near the first of April. 

 

Issues With Importing Trick, Slalom And Jump Passes When Deletes Have Been 

Made 

There were issues encountered with importing scores on a few occasions.  Dave tracked 

this down to a situation where data existed on the Master computer, but changes were 

made on the Satellite computer and then re-imported to the Master computer. He has 

enhanced the import processing to recognize when scores are being imported and ensure 

that all the detail is properly cleaned up to ensure the updated data was imported cleanly. 

 

Export of Tournament Summary Revised 

The following statistics have been added to the Tournament Summary (TS file): 

• Count of skiing participants 

• Count of non-skiing participants 

• Event skier counts by division 

• Event skier counts by group 

 

Team Summaries For AWSA Have Been Enhanced 

Dave changed the format and method of printing. A separate set of pages are now being 

generated for just the Team results and then a separate set is generated with the Team 

details. The summaries now offer a choice between printing the Team Summary or the 

Team Skier Detail. 

 

Team Summaries For NCWSA Have Been Enhanced 

The Slalom, Trick and Jump Team summaries have been updated with an option to view 

the combined Team scores. 

 

All Summary Reports Have Been Improved For Readability 

For all of us that are visually impaired, Dave has increased the Font size and print format 

to improve the readability of the reports. 



 

There were many upgrades to the NCWSA scoring package and those will be addressed 

in the next newsletter in a few days. 

 

Dave has been busy this winter improving the capabilities of the program, as well as 

making it easier for you, the scorer to use. Thanks to all of you for your hard work and 

your input and suggestions. We hope that you will enjoy working with WSTIMS for 

Windows this season and your job will be easier. 


